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The sun has been shining so nice this 

week, but has disappeared to day where 

we in Denmark would have been going to 

see the solar eclipse.  

The spring flowers trickle out all over the 

gardens. You get into a happy mood and 

get a lot of energy to start working in the 

garden.  

Maybe this spring-board might be useful 

to bring out in the garden made on 

waterproof paper. 

A lot of things happen on the area of PODD in Europe during this year. See it all on 

www.PODD.eu . 

An introduction workshop is held in Belgium in April and some in UK as well as a number of 

workshops in Norway. 

The program ‘Rolltalk PODD Designer’ from the Norwegian Abilia is ready to be shown at the 

ISAAC Conference in Norway in April. This first edition to adjust and produce PODD books is in 

Norwegian, Swedish and Danish and includes these books: 12 pp ext. 40 and 70 pp.   

For the autumn we know of workshops in Denmark and France. We furthermore work on 

preparing another advanced workshop with Gayle Porter in Norway. 

For spring 2016 efforts are underway, getting Fiona and Viki from Gayle Porters workplace 

CPEC in Melbourne to give workshops in Denmark on “Movements for Communication”, and 

maybe some of you might be interested in combining their visit to Demark with a workshop 

with the two girls in your country. 

 

- - - o - - - 

Advanced 5 days’ workshop with Gayle Porter in june 

We would like to ”beat the drums” for the 5-days advanced PODD workshop with Gayle Porter, 

it is held in the Netherlands in the first week of June this year. 

Together with Gayle we have decided that the workshop is held in any case, but there is still 

room for more participants. 

We really hope that we can get some of you who work with PODD, to join and start the process 

of becoming certified, so we can be more to give PODD introduction workshops. 

http://www.podd.dk/
http://www.podd.eu/
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Hints on websites: 

Mathilde Repe Mella has drawn attention to the below web address where a Canadian speech 

therapist has written the article: Implementing Aided Language Stimulation: 8 Frequent 

Mistakes and How to Avoid Them. 

If faced with challenges in your work with PODD, we think that you surely will be able to get 

some useful input here. Moreover, it is a web page with many useful inputs regarding AAC.  

Find it here: http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/how-i-do-it-implementing-aided-language-

input-with-alicia-garcia/  

- - - o - - - 

 

We have just returned home from the Danish ISAAC conference where Jenny Hysing from 

Norway gave a paper, in which she told about a new Norwegian website called GOD ASK 

(GOOD AAC) (www.statped.no/godask), targeting the communication partner. It is designed to 

train the communication partner. 

By paying 200 NOK you have access to the page with lots of movies, instructions, explanations 

and ideas to practice. It contains many fine videos, which also used different PODD books, but 

unfortunately it is in Norwegian, but might be translated into English. 
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